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Phim tinh cam quynh dao

Quynh Dao is considered one of the most successful star production machines in the history of Chinese drama. From anonymous faces, beauties such as Tran Duc Dung, Music Linh, Zhao Wei, Lam Tam Nhu, Pham Bing Bing ... she became a star thanks to quynh dao's film. Quynh Dao's films have helped many actors become stars.  
Quynh Dao films enter the hearts of people with poetic novels, fates in tears and many emotional details. Let's take a look at quynh dao's top 5 most classic movies on screen. Top 1: Hoan Chau Way (parts 1 and 2) With the presence of Zhao Wei, Lam Tam Nhu, Pham Bing Bing, To Huu Bang and Chau Kiet, Hoan Chau Way is Quynh
Dao's most successful drama. The first part of the broadcast created a great craze, not only in China but also in many Asian countries.  In Part 2, Hoan Chau Way also caused more powerful storms. The film sets a record in terms of the rate you watch when you have an average rating of 54% and the highest is 65.95%.  Hoan Chau Way
is considered the most successful film by Quynh Dao. The film not only achieved very high ratings, but also caused fever in many Asian countries.   The content of Hoan Chau Way is quite fun, fun but also not without romantic and emotional details. The film's image and music were also praised by the public.  Hoan Chau Way has made
Zhao Wei, Lam Tam Nhu, Pham Bing Bing and To Huu Bang famous stars Thanks to the success of Hoan Chau Way, Zhao Wei, Lam Tam Nhu and Pham Bing Bing have become famous Asian stars. 20 years after the film's release, these three beauties are still in the cast of Cbiz. Top 2: Peanut flowers are in Quynh Dao's trio of novels
Mai Flower Tam (the other two works are Ghost Husband and Water World). All three of these works, if turned into films, are febrile, but the most successful is still Hoa Lac. The film made the main actors Ma Canh Dao and Tran Duc Dung famous. Peanut Blossom Never made Ma Twig Dao and Tran Duc Dung famous actors never flower
peanuts tell the story of Bach Soaked Dew (Tran Duc Dung) and Hao Trinh (Ma Dig). Soaking Dew was the fourth daughter of Prince Simplicity. However, due to her desire to have a child to fight for, Muse's mother exchanged it with a boy - Hao Trinh - when she first fell in love. Ironically, as they grew up, Soaking Dew and Hao Trinh met
again and fell in love with each other. Top 3: New River Separation The Separation of the New River marks the reunion of female artist Quynh Dao and 3 stars emerged from Hoan Chau Way are Zhao Wei, Lam Tam Nhu and To Huu Bang. New River Separation marks with a beautiful cast and attractive content New river separation set in
the 1930s, on the Luc family. Lam Tam Nhu, To Huu Bang, Zhao Wei and Co - the four main actors of New River Separation The attraction of New River separation is the famous young cast, beautiful form, romantic content, touch and music go into people's hearts. This work was well received by the audience when it aired. Top 4: Grass
along the River Grass along the River is the story of two orphaned girls Thanh Thanh (Music Linh) and Xiao Thao (Kim Minh). Thanh Thanh was forced by his sister-in-law to marry an old man, while Xiao Thao was regularly tormented by his stepfather. The two girls did not commit to accepting the peace of destiny they were supposed to
flee, they began a journey of many difficulties. Riverside Grass - one of Quynh Dao's most exciting films When it debuted, The Riverside Grass took away the tears of countless viewers. The performance of Music Linh and Ma Canh Dao also captured the hearts of viewers. Top 5: A glimpse of a dream (Dream after the curtain) was turned
twice into a TV series by Quynh Dao in 1995 and 2006. Both films resounded but left a deep impression on viewers as a 1995 version. A Dream (1995) with a beautiful and talented cast including Tran Duc Dung, Xiao Tuong, Luu Duc Khai and Lam Voice Duong. A dream picks up a resounding success when A dreamy look revolves
around the lives of two young women from the Uong family: Wang Ziling (Tran Duc Dung) and Wang Luc Binh (Xiao Tuong). While her sister Luc Binh is beautiful and a talented dancer, her sister ZiLing is less prominent.  Luc Binh loves the Integrity Department and both sides of the family work hard for both sides. However, the
Department of Integrity secretly loves his sister ZiLing. The same day the Department of Integrity and ZiLing decided to speak emotionally, Luc Binh lost an accident. Because of his responsibilities, the Department of Integrity married Luc Binh. Later, ZiLing found true love in Fee Van Er (Luu Duc Khai).   What is the 1986 Film Of America
in the West Travels? According to Vietnamnet 16. February 2014 um 5:24 pm · The village is absent original: Quynh Dao Actor: Qin Han Liu Snow Flower Zhao Yong huong and some other actors .... Category: Emotional film repertoire: Produced by Taiwan Film: 30 episodes Introduction: This romantic film not only took many fans of the
emotional film to tears ...... Hamlet It is the original work of Dinh Institute Deep by writer Quynh Dao, It is one of the 3 long films made in 1986 is said to be successful and complementary During that period. In the 1980s, Qin Han was an actor who created the legend of the novel Quynh Dao alone once made his mark in quynh dao movies
on the big screen with many generations of actresses from Chan Tran to Lam Thanh Ha, Lam Phung Kieu (Wife of Jackie Chan today).... and finally, Liu Snow Flower in the TV series... Content: In the film Hamlet Absent Qin Han As Bach Lam Van a young man who is blinded by a fire burned Ham Yen Son Trang of his family. Liu Tuyet
Hoa as Phuong Tu Doanh is a teacher who teaches girls named Dinh Dinh of The Van, A Love affair full of turbulence and suffering because the Father remarried to Ai Lam in a loveless marriage because The Van Still Embraces an image of Ham Yen in the soul ..... Pham Bing Bing's new film has been called a 'disaster' 09:32 7/8/2014
09:32 7/8/2014 Film Cinema 0 Although the box office is very high, the film Bach Phat Ma Nun - Ming Yue Heaven has been criticized by the Chinese press Hand. Lam Tam Nhu married the dead in ghost films 08:53 5/6/2014 08:53 5/6/2014 Movie Cinema 0 Returning to the thriller genre after the success of Tu Hoa Comedy (2012), Xia Zi
Vy has an obsessive role in 3D's The City of House #81. Zhang Jin-trung pocket money as 'Passenger Association' 11:32 1/5/2014 11:32 1/5/2014 Drama 0 Famous producer has just announced the re-production of writer Kim Dung's work although his martial arts films are always controversial due to his loyalty to the original. The bewers
of Quynh Dao's film Vu Chinh 08:39 29/4/2014 08:39 29/4/2014 Drama 0 Many famous actors from the 76-year-old writer's film such as Liu SnowHua, Lam Tam Nhu, Pham Ice Ice ... the 36-year-old producer put into his work. Actor from the movie 'Mai Hoa Lac' that day - now 08:17 20/4/2014 08:17 20/4/2014 Drama 0 Released 22 years
ago, this ancient psychological drama is still remembered and loved by the public. Yuan San's new film was stoned 09:11 10/4/2014 09:11 10/4/2014 Drama 0 New TV series aired 3 episodes but netizens did not regret criticising the film Palace of Lien Thanh, however, the rating of this work is high. Looking for memories of female Quynh
Dao lang 10:36 2/3/2014 10:36 2/3/2014 Drama 0 Taking on the classic roles of the Quynh Dao series, talented actresses have become part of the beautiful memory that I can't replace in the hearts of the audience. The famous songs from the movie Quynh Dao 08:18 21/2/2014 08:18 21/2/2014 Drama 0 In addition to the cast, Quynh Dao
has launched many songs in 2 TV series Hoan Chau Way and New River Separation have become hits. Khuong Tu Nha's love story as Quynh Dao's film 08:00 18/2/2014 08:00 18/2/2014 Film Drama 0 Despite very high ratings in the last Tet, the film Heroic Deity Table has been criticized by audiences for being too short. Quynh Dao's
weeping stars that day - now 18:13 29/12/2013 18:13 29/12/2013 Drama 0 Film Quynh Dao produced many actors crying very well, making the audience cry very well, especially Liu Snowhua, Qin Han, Du Xiaoping, Lin Xiaoyang. Thanks to quynh dao 20:35 3/11/2013 20:35 3/11/2013 Drama 0 The on-screen love story of Ly Thanh and
Truong Duan has been extended by Quynh Dao thanks to Funny girl and stupid guy. The 10 best weeping beauties in Quynh Dao 09:27 24/10/2013 09:27 24/10/2013 Drama 0 When you decide to choose an actress to participate in her film, the condition that writer Quynh Dao has set is crying and when she cries she must be beautiful.
Chinese stars were secretly found married 08:24 8/10/2013 08:24 8/10/2013 Drama 0 Movie star Little Sister Princess suddenly announced she is married and has a daughter over 2 years old surprised by fans. However, he is not the first person in the Chinese league who likes to play ... The Beauty of Quynh Dao is back on Vietnamese
screens 07:47 17/8/2013 07:47 17/8/2013 The TV movie 0 Du Xiaoping has charm with the role of bride, so much so that she marries has almost become life in the career of actress of this ageless beauty. Lam Tam Nhu's new film was criticized 09:48 11/8/2013 09:48 11/8/2013 Drama 0 After Hoan Chau way, movie lovers Quynh Dao
had to wait almost 15 years to enjoy the new job. However, the queen of stories disappointed many people when It is not... Beautiful Korean is the lure of Quynh Dao 23:35 23/7/2013 23:35 23/7/2013 Drama 0 Joo Jin Mo's invitation to participate in Non fiori, non dew, paired with Lam Tam Nhu is considered a strategy to attract a 9X
audience of Chinese writers. 8 famous Chinese bees from the novel Quynh Dao 23:23 14/6/2013 23:23 14/6/2013 Drama 0 Romantic novels by famous Chinese writers have raised the career for many big names in the art village. The promising female ensemble of Chinese classic films 04:25 28/2/2013 04:25 28/2/2013 Dramatic films 0
Park San, Co Luc Na Zhuo, Liu Thi Thi, Ly Thanh ... she was ranked among the young actresses who shone on Chinese screens in 2013 in the classic series. Compared to the beauty of 8 Chinese beauties in the 70s 01:52 18/2/2013 01:52 18/2/2013 Hollywood Star Entertainment 0 Chinese cinema is growing with many new young and
beautiful faces, but the names of beauties in the 70s and 80s still don't fade into the hearts of generations of fans. Five A Ca and Xiao Yen Tu threw beautiful sparkling images 13:00 6/1/2013 13:00 6/1/2013 Dramatic film 0 Five A Ca Zhang Yi and Little Bird's Nest Ly Thanh was selected by writer Quynh Dao the best images posted
online. Network.
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